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MONROE TOWNSHIP SCHOOLS 

VISION, MISSION, AND GOALS 

Vision Statement 

The Monroe Township Board of Education commits itself to all children by preparing them to reach their full potential and to 
function in a global society through a preeminent education. 

Mission Statement 

The Monroe Public Schools in collaboration with the members of the community shall ensure that all children receive an 
exemplary education by well trained committed staff in a safe and orderly environment. 

Goals 

Raise achievement for all students paying particular attention to disparities between subgroups. 

Systematically collect, analyze, and evaluate available data to inform all decisions. 

Improve business efficiencies where possible to reduce overall operating costs. 

Provide support programs for students across the continuum of academic achievement with an emphasis on those who are in the 
middle. 

Provide early interventions for all students who are at risk of not reaching their full potential. 
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PHILOSOPHY 

The Visual Arts Department at Monroe Township High School is designed to foster sound visual, emotional and aesthetic values that are 
necessary to appreciate culture and beauty in the world. Furthermore, it not only teaches the retention of facts and the mastery of artistic 
skills and techniques, but it also enhances the capacity for achievement of academic knowledge and the attainment of personal development 
by teaching critical thinking skills. Critical thinking skills enable students to anticipate and solve complex problems. 

 

The Visual Arts program assists in the development of the "whole" student in preparation for entering the society in which we live.  

 

Studio I is designed to meet the needs of every student.  The serious art student, as well as the student who wishes to pursue an art course 
for pleasure, will find a host of opportunities available to them. 

 EDUCATIONAL GOALS  

This course is designed to enhance the students’ aesthetic values.  It exposes students to a variety of painting techniques and problems 
relating to the visual arts world.  It will foster sound visual, emotional, and aesthetic values necessary to begin appreciating culture and 
beauty in the world.  In addition to the fundamentals taught in Introduction to Art, the advanced Studio students will further explore and 
refine their abilities through a variety of subject matter.  Creating portraits, figures, still lives, and landscape in a variety of painting and 
drawing media such as color pencil, graphite, pastel, watercolor, acrylic, and gouache.  The process of critique will also become prevalent as 
students learn to apply the Elements and Principles of design vocabulary in discussions about their work. 
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NJDOE: CORE CURRICULUM CONTENT STANDARDS 

A note about Common Core State Standards for Visual Arts  
 
 
The New Jersey Core Curriculum Content Standards for Visual Arts were revised in 1996.  The Cumulative Progress Indicators (CPI's) 
referenced in this curriculum guide refer to these new standards and may be found in the Curriculum folder on the district servers.  A 
complete copy of the new Core Curriculum Content Standards for Visual Arts may also be found at:  
http://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/s1_vpa.htm  

http://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/s1_vpa.htm


SCOPE AND SEQUENCE: 
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Quarter I & II 
Big Idea I: Aesthetic   

I. ELEMENTS OF DESIGN (review from Drawing I / Introduction to Art) 
      The student will be able to apply the Elements of Design to construct 
and organize their drawings and understand the vocabulary to use when 
discussing art and the visual environment. 

II. PRINCIPLES OF DESIGN 
      The student will be able to apply the Principles of Design to 
construct and organize their drawings and understand the vocabulary to 
use when discussing art and the visual environment. 

III. PAINTING & DRAWING STUDIO ESSENTIALS 
      The student will be able to familiarize themselves with painting tools 
such as brushes, brush care, characteristics of various painting 
mediums and how artists use them in the creative process. 

IV. DEFINING VALUES AND FORMS  
      The student will be able to use value to describe forms with paint by 
identifying shadow shapes in the subject matter.   

V. COLOR THEORY  
      The student will be able to understand concepts in color theory such 
as The Color Wheel, Qualities of Color: hue, value, and intensity, and 
Warm and Cool Colors and how they are used in paintings and then 
apply those theories. 
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Quarter III & IV 

Big Idea II: Expression  
I.      HISTORY 
        Students will learn about various famous artist and incorporate their 
work and style into a personal work of art. 
 
II.     MEDIUM 
        Students will experiment using different mediums; learning new 
ways to show maximum expression of each medium. 
 
III.    CULTURE 
        Students will discover non-western art work and create different 
works based on their research and findings.  
 
IV.    SELF 
        Students will create works reflective of themselves with various 
mediums. 
                  1. Non-objective 
                  2. Self portrait 
                  3. Family  
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BIG IDEA I: Aesthetics  
Curriculum Management System 

COURSE NAME: Studio Art I 
OVERARCHING GOALS 

1. Apply the Elements and/or Principles of Design to construct and organize their art. 
2. Understand the vocabulary that is used when discussing art and the visual environment. 
3. Gain appreciation of the origins of art and how it has developed over time and influenced our culture and society. 
4. Become familiar with professional artist grade materials and be able to use them in a professional manner, to create a desired outcome. 
 
 

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS 
 What makes an artwork interesting to look at? 
 How do the Elements and Principals of Design work together in an artwork?  
 Where do you see art around you and how does that inspire you?  

 
 
SUGGESTED BLOCKS FOR INSTRUCTION:  43 
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KNOW UNDERSTAND DO 
Students will know that: Students will understand that: Students will be able to: 

 

The elements of art: 
- Line 
- Color 
- Texture 
- Shape 
- Form 
- Value 
- Space 

 
- The Elements of Art and the Principles of Design are 

used to create artwork 
 

- How to recognize Elements of Art and Principles of 
Design in their own artwork  
 

- Art elements and design principles can be used 
intentionally to elicit a specific response from a viewer. 
 

- The medium and tools an artist chooses can effect the 
outcome of their art 
 

- By keeping and working in a sketchbook they will 
document their creativity 
 

- Using visual art terminology allows us to communicate 
our personal response to artwork. 
 

- The process of sharing and reflecting enables one to 
better understand and appreciate art. 

 
 
 

 

Use artist grade tools:  
Graphite Pencils HB, 2B, 6B 
Prismacolor Pencils 
Markers, fine & ultra fine 
Exacto knife 
Watercolor Paint 
Pastels  
Rulers 

 

The principles of design: 
- Unity 
- Movement 
- Rhythm 
- Balance 
- Harmony 
- Variety 
- Contrast 
- Emphasis  

Use value to describe form 

 

Different artist tools Use color effectively 

 

The proper language used to discuss 
the visual environment 

Create art based on photos taken 

 

Artistic vocabulary Create art based on real life  

 

 Follow multi-step directions 

 

 Keep a sketchbook 

 

 Write a critique based on a classmates 
artwork using professional vocabulary 

 

 Write a critique based on a personal  
artwork using professional vocabulary 

 

 Use IPad II’s to take reference photos 
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21st Century Skills 
 

Creativity and Innovation               X                   Critical Thinking and Problem Solving                X Communication and Collaboration      X 
Information Literacy                        X Media Literacy ICT Literacy 
Life and Career Skills                        X Technology Based Activities                                    X  
http://www.p21.org/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=254&Itemid=119 
http://www.iste.org/standards/nets-for-students.aspx   

Learning Activities 
 

Concept Activity: Finding & Defining Elements of Art and Principles of Design 
Unit Project I: Into Aesthetics. Reading activity, review Elements of Art and introduce Principles of Design 

- Find examples of all the Elements of Art and Principles of Design, put into sketchbook with definitions and how the example reflects the idea. 
Explain and define.  

Unit Project II: Aesthetics and color theory. In-depth study of color theory and its effect on value, form, and composition.  
- Find examples of all aspects of color theory and its effect on composition, value, and form.  Put them in a sketchbook with definitions and how the 

example reflects the idea. Explain and define. 
Unit Project III & IV: Choose one Element of Art and one Principle of Design and create an artwork using the correct tools and focusing in on the composition, 
value and forms.  

- Op-Art  
- Inside of a cabinet, drawer, or closet 

• Class critique. Students will write a critique, after each project, in which they will explain what Element of Art and Principle of 
Design the artist meant to present.  

Unit Project V, IV, VII: Color Theory.  Create an artwork incorporating the Elements of art and the Principles of Design focusing on composition and color 
theory. 

- Choose 1 object to repeat 3 times: Real color, black & white, and mono-chromatic 
- Pastel landscape (warm & cool colors) 
- Close up of fruit or vegetable  
- 2 Point Perspective. Create a dwelling.  

 
Performance Assessment Task Sample Product/Exhibit: Students create a project using acquired skills and techniques.  They are accountable 

for producing a finished project to showcase what they have learned along with a written critique.  
 

  

https://postoffice.monroe.k12.nj.us/owa/redir.aspx?C=0d1032fd288248cba396e0fd4bc5d9a6&URL=http%3a%2f%2fwww.p21.org%2findex.php%3foption%3dcom_content%26task%3dview%26id%3d254%26Itemid%3d119
https://postoffice.monroe.k12.nj.us/owa/redir.aspx?C=0d1032fd288248cba396e0fd4bc5d9a6&URL=http%3a%2f%2fwww.iste.org%2fstandards%2fnets-for-students.aspx
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 NOTE:  The assessment models provided in this document are suggestions for the teacher. If the teacher chooses to develop 
his/her own model, it must be of equal or better quality and at the same or higher cognitive levels (as noted in parentheses).  

 Depending upon the needs of the class, the assessment questions may be answered in the form of essays, quizzes, mobiles, 
PowerPoint, oral reports, booklets, or other formats of measurement used by the teacher. 

 
Open-Ended Assessment:  
 Students will participate in “Picture Evaluation” activities for Elements of Art and Principles of Design 
 Sketchbook / Journal entry  

 
Open-Ended (Formative) Assessment:  
 Do Now 
 Group and individual work is assigned daily, from various sources (Synthesis, Analysis, and Evaluation). 
 Introductory and Closing Activities will be done every day to pre-assess student knowledge and assess understanding of topics 

(Synthesis, Analysis, and Evaluation). 
Summative Assessment:  

 Students will be presented with a GRASPS performance task scenario such as: Your task is to explore the Elements of Art and Principles of 
Design and how they are used in two-dimensional art by creating an artwork.  You are an artist competing for a chance to display your 
work publically.  Your clients are government officials in your community.  Your challenge is to ensure a spot in the community gallery.  You 
will need to develop a plan and sketches of your work to convince the community of the value of your art.  A panel of community members, 
town officials, and local artists will be judging your work.  
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Sample Art Work  
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BIG IDEA II: Expression 
Curriculum Management System 

COURSE NAME: Studio Art I 
OVERARCHING GOALS 

1.   Apply the Elements and/or Principles of Design to construct and organize their art. 
2.   Understand the vocabulary that is used when discussing art and the visual environment. 
3. Gain appreciation of the origins of art and how it has developed over time and influenced our culture and society. 
4. Become familiar with professional artist grade materials and be able to use them in a professional manner, to create a desired outcome. 
 
 

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS 
 How does expression change throughout history? 
 Where do you see differences in cultural expression?  
 How does self-expression and personal identity relate to each other?  

 
 
SUGGESTED BLOCKS FOR INSTRUCTION:  43 
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KNOW UNDERSTAND DO 
Students will know that: Students will understand that: Students will be able to: 

 

Art is historical   
- Art reflects historical times 

 
- Self reflection can inspire art 

 
- Different cultures show artistic expression based on 

environmental influences 
 
 

- Art elicits personal responses 
 

- Art reflects the time period, culture, geography, and 
status of a region’s inhabitants 

 
 

 

Create artwork based on a time in 
history 

 

Different mediums create different 
outcomes in artwork  

Create artwork based on different 
mediums 

 

Non-western art is art beyond the 
European tradition 

Create artwork based on non-western 
cultures 

 

 Create artwork based on self reflection 

 

 Write and explain a thorough critique of 
ones self  

 

 Follow multistep directions 

 

 Keep a sketchbook 

 

 Take reference photos using their IPad II 
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21st Century Skills 
 

Creativity and Innovation          X                           Critical Thinking and Problem Solving             X Communication and Collaboration          X 
Information Literacy                   X Media Literacy ICT Literacy 
Life and Career Skills                  X Technology Based Activities                                 X  
http://www.p21.org/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=254&Itemid=119 
http://www.iste.org/standards/nets-for-students.aspx   

Learning Activities 
 

Concept Activity: There are many ways to be expressive. Expression can be exhibited through history, medium, culture, and self. 
Unit Activity: History reflects expression.  

- Students will choose multiple artists from a list to write a reflection and critique. Create one artwork that unites their choices, producing the 
same subject many different ways.  

Unit Activity: Expression through medium. 
- Create gesture drawings using different and multiple mediums.   
- Incorporate various mediums and techniques to create one unified artwork. 

Unit Activity: Culture and expression. 
- Focus on Non-Western cultures. 
- Create artworks based on cultures beyond the European tradition: Asia, South/South East Asia, Africa, Americas, Oceania  

Unit Activity: Self-expression. 
- Students will base their artwork on self-expression, by focusing on aspects of themselves.  

• Non-Objective artwork: Zodiac Signs  
• Self Portrait: Realistic- focus on one area (eyes, side of face, etc.)  

                             Expressive- altering aspects of oneself  
• Family Portrait: What is a “family”?  

 
Performance Assessment Task Sample Product/Exhibit: Students create a project using acquired skills and techniques.  They are accountable 

for producing a finished project to showcase what they have learned along with a written critique. 
 

  

https://postoffice.monroe.k12.nj.us/owa/redir.aspx?C=0d1032fd288248cba396e0fd4bc5d9a6&URL=http%3a%2f%2fwww.p21.org%2findex.php%3foption%3dcom_content%26task%3dview%26id%3d254%26Itemid%3d119
https://postoffice.monroe.k12.nj.us/owa/redir.aspx?C=0d1032fd288248cba396e0fd4bc5d9a6&URL=http%3a%2f%2fwww.iste.org%2fstandards%2fnets-for-students.aspx
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 NOTE:  The assessment models provided in this document are suggestions for the teacher. If the teacher chooses to develop 
his/her own model, it must be of equal or better quality and at the same or higher cognitive levels (as noted in parentheses).  

 Depending upon the needs of the class, the assessment questions may be answered in the form of essays, quizzes, mobiles, 
PowerPoint, oral reports, booklets, or other formats of measurement used by the teacher. 

 
Open-Ended Assessment:  
 Students will participate in “Picture Evaluation” activities for Elements of Art and Principles of Design 
 Sketchbook / Journal entry   

 
Open-Ended (Formative) Assessment:  
 Do Now 
 Group and individual work is assigned daily, from various sources (Synthesis, Analysis, and Evaluation). 
 Introductory and Closing Activities will be done every day to pre-assess student knowledge and assess understanding of topics 

(Synthesis, Analysis, and Evaluation). 
Summative Assessment:  

 Students will be presented with a GRASPS performance task scenario such as: Your task is to explore the Elements of Art and Principles of 
Design and how they are used in two-dimensional art by creating an artwork.  You are an artist competing for a chance to display your 
work publically.  Your clients are government officials in your community.  Your challenge is to ensure a spot in the community gallery.  You 
will need to develop a plan and sketches of your work to convince the community of the value of your art.  A panel of community members, 
town officials, and local artists will be judging your work.  
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Sample Artwork  
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COURSE NAME: 

1. The student will be able to apply the Elements of Art and Principals of Design to construct and organize their drawings and to 
understand the vocabulary that is used when discussing art and the visual environment. 

2. The student will be able to gain an appreciation of the origins of painting & drawing and how painting has developed over time and 
influenced our culture and society. 

3. The students will familiarize themselves with professional artist grade materials and be able to use them in a professional manor, to 
create a desired outcome. 

4. The student will be able to understand human anatomy and how bodies pose and move; draw parts of the body and begin to infuse 
drawings of the figure with feeling and emotion. 

5. The student will be able to understand concepts in color theory such as The Color Wheel, Qualities of Color: hue, value, and intensity, 
and Warm and Cool Colors and how they are used in paintings and then apply those theories. 

6. The students will be able to compose a critique of an artwork both in writing and verbally. 
7. The students will use technology to aid them in the process of creating an artwork by using Photoshop and InDesign. 
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